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	Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering, 9780073380377 (0073380377), McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Rizzoni's Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides a solid overview of the electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many non-electrical engineering students who take this course. The book was developed to fit the growing trend of the Intro to EE course morphing into a briefer, less comprehensive course.


	The hallmark feature of this text is its liberal use of practical applications to illustrate important principles. The applications come from every field of engineering and feature exciting technologies. The appeal to non-engineering students are the special features such as Focus on Methodology sections and Make the Connections sidebars.
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Active Visual Inference of Surface Shape (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1995
This monograph is devoted to the problem of inferring geometric information about arbitrarily curved surfaces from visual cues; this is a central problem in computer vision with immediate relevance for robot manipulation and navigation. The author develops computational theories and techniques relating visual information arising from viewer...

		

Twitter API: Up and Running: Learn How to Build Applications with the Twitter APIO'Reilly, 2009
This groundbreaking book provides you with the skills and resources necessary to build web applications for Twitter. Perfect for new and casual programmers intrigued by the world of microblogging, Twitter API: Up and Running carefully explains how each part of Twitter's API works, with detailed examples that show you how to assemble those...

		

The XP Files:  Windows' Hidden Tools for Secure Sharing, Communication, and CollaborationMcGraw-Hill, 2002
XP's Best-Kept Secrets--Revealed!

During the past decade, Microsoft has created the some of the best Internet communication programs in the world and has installed them on every Windows computer--free, but mostly hidden. Until now, only a few knowledgeable computer users knew how to exploit the potential of these programs--and understood...





	

Computer Networks ISE: A Systems ApproachMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	I what has happened in that time. We have seen the transformation of the Web from a small experiment to a World Wide phenomenon. We have seen the emergenceof voice over IP and peer-to-peer content sharing. We have seen technology speed up a hundred-fold, the emergence of broadband to the home, and the rise of botnets and other horrid security...


		

Hibernate: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Hibernate is a lightweight object/relational mapping service for Java.  What does that mean? It's a way to easily and efficiently work with  information from a relational database in the form of natural Java objects.  But that description doesn't come close to conveying how useful and  exciting the technology is. I'm not the only...


		

New Photonics Technologies For The Information Age: The Dream Of Ubitquitous Services (Artech House Optoelectronics Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This far-reaching resource gives you an in-depth look at the technological developments fueling the drive to the realization of ubiquitous IT services. Based on groundbreaking papers presented at the International Symposium on New Frontiers for Ubiquitous IT Services, the book describes a wide range of state-of-the-art engineering advances in...
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